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chegar al final Conceptualizing Neural Networks This video is not about Deep Learning, but I’ll give a quick overview. Its a 3-part video series on
how to build a neural network from scratch. I hope you will enjoy it. See you next week! aaron m I did watch this video a while back…thought it

was a bit too “tough” for me. The part where he was building a neural net from scratch using sigmoid function was too much for my capacity,
especially when the video was a 30 min upload. Jim I’ve seen that video for years, probably since the ’70s or ’80s, and watched it dozens of times,
only to start over, watching it in detail yet again. I remember it showing how to handle input in each layer as a graph (transpose input, concatenate

input, etc.) and then the next layer of “neural nets” (hierarchical “sigmoid”) or multiple hidden layers (“tanh”). It was a very good overview of
neural nets at that time. This is the longest video I have watched by almost an hour, and it’s the second most disappointing thing I’ve ever watched
(the first being the 24-hour-infomercial, too: the second most disappointing thing I’ve ever watched is a Mr. Wizard episode I watched on VHS at

the age of 6 or 7.) I suspect that the creator just wants to create an illusion of difficult and complicated, as though he is taking one of the oldest and
most fundamental concepts and making it mysterious. When I first saw this video, I was sure it was going to be about deep learning. Of course, I

was wrong. The video is at the very beginning of deep learning. The video claims that you can build a neural network without using the derivatives,
and that is true. The video also claims that using derivatives is “imperative”. Using derivatives is not “imperative”, but it is “helpful” if you are

unfamiliar with them. For
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